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Death Notice No. 4 (To all Unit Administrations): 
 

The Province of Italy, recommends to our fraternal prayers our dear 

brother, GIACOMO BOGGIONE, priest of the Villa Chaminade 

Community, Verbania-Pallanza, Italy, who died in the service of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary on January 24, 2014 in Verbania-Pallanza, Italy, at 

the age of 83 with 66 years of religious profession. 

 

Father Giacomo Boggione was born in Balzola, in the Diocese of Casale 

Monferrato, in eastern Piedmont, March 5, 1930. 

 

After he had lost his mother and when his father had to seek work abroad, 

he and his two sisters were confided to the tender care of their Aunt Maria, 

who brought them up with sound principles and a strong faith. 

 

After finishing grade school in his own home town, in 1941 he entered the Postulate of Pallanza, 

attending courses in the Middle School, opened that year for extern students of the Collegio Santa 

Maria.  After his novitiate year in Brusasco (Torino) in 1946-47, Giacomo studied again at Santa Maria 

at the lyceum (senior high) level, earning his diploma (Maturità) in classics.  

 

After his perpetual profession (August 30, 1952), received by Superior Father Joseph Jung, SM, he was 

assigned to tutoring and animation of the students and postulants in the Marianist houses in Pallanza, 

Brusasco and Rome, distinguishing himself by the educational depth of his relationships. 

 

Destined for the priesthood, he entered the Marianist International Seminary in Fribourg where, having 

completed his studies in philosophy and theology at the Cantonal University, he was ordained priest on 

March 23, 1966, by Bishop Louis Haller.   

 

Upon his return to Italy, Giacomo undertook the direction of the Center for Marianist Studies, opened 

in Milan to support the attendance of younger confrères at the degree courses at the University in the 

city; he provided for them a deepening in Marianist spirituality and Chaminadean charism.  It was a 

period of intense apostolic activity, marked by the delicate responsibility given him by Cardinal 

Archbishop Carlo Martini of accompanying some diocesan priests and above all the challenging task of 

spiritual direction and on-going formation of many congregations of women religious:  the Sisters of 

Mary Consolatrix, the Sisters of the Most Precious Blood, the Sisters of Cottolengo of Turin, the 

Benedictines of Abano Terme, the communities of many other convents; and, of course, the Marianist 

Sisters, all the while not neglecting the pastoral ministry that he exercised with zeal in the parish of 

Senago and in other parishes of the Milanese hinterland. 
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In 1983 he was named Provincial Superior, a mandate he held until 1991, in which he was solicitous 

for the spiritual and professional growth of his Marianist confreres, flying several times to Ecuador to 

support the Marianist mission there as it struggled with its early challenges. 

 

Returning to Verbania as Master of Novices, he made himself available to the senior high school 

students of the Collegio Santa Maria for weekly colloquia and for spiritual direction:  a function that 

was often extended to include parents and families.  With humility and exquisite attention he knew how 

to open souls and hearts to the presence of Our Lord’s love, and to Mary’s tender maternal care. 

 

A bad fracture, symptomatic of an illness that turned out to be more serious, confined him to a 

wheelchair, but did not affect his unchanged availability for spiritual direction and confession, whether 

for the Marianist Sisters or for the many other persons who came to him. 

Even when the decline in his health became more evident, he never wanted to miss anything of the 

community schedule and life, and himself spending long moments every day of prayer before the 

Tabernacle. 

 

The Lord called Giacomo to himself and to the embrace of the Virgin Mother in the late afternoon of 

January 24, 2014. 

 

 


